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Abstract: In this paper, Jeffrey fluid is studied in a microgravity environment. Unsteady
two-dimensional incompressible and laminar g-Jitter mixed convective boundary layer flow over an
inclined stretching sheet is examined. Heat generation and Magnetohydrodynamic MHD effects are
also considered. The governing boundary layer equations together with boundary conditions are
converted into a non-similar arrangement using appropriate similarity conversions. The transformed
system of equations is resolved mathematically by employing an implicit finite difference pattern
through quasi-linearization method. Numerical results of temperature, velocity, local heat transfer,
and local skin friction coefficient are computed and plotted graphically. It is found that local skin
friction and local heat transfer coefficients increased for increasing Deborah number when the
magnitude of the gravity modulation is unity. Assessment with previously published results showed
an excellent agreement.
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1. Introduction

Nanoparticles composed of nanosized metals, oxides, and carbon nanotubes form fluid
suspensions called nanofluids. Nanofluids are widely used in many practical applications including
nano-electro-mechanical systems and in the industrial, manufacturing and medical sectors because
compared to the conventional liquids, they are characterized by great thermal conductivities leading
to an enhanced heat transfer rate. In this context, several researches were carried out in the last few
decades to analyze theoretically and experimentally transport phenomena related to heat and nanofluid
flow while considering diverse geometries, velocity, and temperature slip boundary conditions [1–6].

The gravity impact is abolished significantly in space, but the microgravity environment is able to
reduce convective flows. g-Jitter which refers to the inertia impacts caused by the residual, oscillatory
or transitory accelerations originating after squad waves, mechanical pulsations atmospheric slog and
microgravity environments was investigated showing that microgravity is correlated to the frequency
and magnitude of the periodical gravity modulation [7–11].

One of the major concerns of gravity is the study of the controversial impact of g-Jitter
convective flow in various aspects. The impact of a gravitational field representative of g-Jitter
was investigated [12–15]. It was demonstrated that g-Jitter has a great influence on the configuration
of the three-dimensional boundary layer and the flow properties especially the skin friction and the
heat rate. It was demonstrated that the skin friction coefficient is decreased when the magnetic field
parameter rises [12,16]. Khoshnevis [17] studied the effect of residual and g-Jitter accelerations and
reported that the diffusion procedure is more probably to be affected by the low-frequency involvement
of g-Jitter. The effect of the gravity variations falls down against the rise of the forced flow velocity.
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However, fuel injection velocity has the opposite effect when it augments [16]. Kumar et al. [18] studied
the impact of gravity inflection in a couple stress liquid by using Ginzburg–Landau equations. It was
underlined that to improve the rate of heat and mass transfer, the influence of the Prandtl number;
concentration Rayleigh number; Lewis number and couple stress parameter on the Nusselt number
and Sherwood number has to be increased. Mass transfer has the opposite behavior against Lewis
quantity [15].

Magnetohydrodynamic convective boundary layer flow over an exponentially inclined permeable
stretching surface was investigated by many researchers [9–11]. Reddy numerically studied [10] the
scheme of joined boundary conditions for nonlinear ordinary differential equations. It was revealed
that the momentum boundary layer thickness is reduced when the Casson fluid parameter augments.
The thermal boundary layer thickness is improved when augmenting rates of the non-uniform heat
source or sink parameters [12].

An extensive investigation has been conducted considering the different fluid physical conditions.
Both the gravitational field and temperature gradient generate convective flows in porous and clear
media. Greater temperature can be observed in the pure field as associated to the porous field in
Couette, Poiseuille and widespread to Couette flows of an incompressible magneto hydrodynamic
Jeffrey fluid among similar platters over homogeneous porous field employing slip boundary
circumstances [18]. Convection flows of nanofluids in porous media have attracted great concern
driven by material treating and solar energy gatherer uses. Bhadauria [19] focused on the impacts
of flow and G-Jitter on chaotic convection in an anisotropic porous field. It was concluded that heat
transfer is greater in the modulated system compared to the unmodulated system. Ghosh et al. [15]
reported that sinusoidal g-Jitter leads to a flow streaming inside the porous cavity and time-dependent
rolls privileged the encloser because of variances in thermal diffusivities among the solid matrix,
wall, and fluid. The temperature profile has an opposite behavior for the Prandtl number [9,10,20]
because of the influence of the slip parameter, non-Newtonian parameter, and Hartmann number [21]
whereas it augments in parallel with the radiation parameter [4,11,12], Brinkman number, and Dufour
and Soret numbers [14]. Compared to Maxwell and Oldroyd-B nanofluids, the Jeffrey nanofluid has
superior heat transfer performance [22]. The heat transfer profile was studied in different conditions.
Sandeep et al. analyzed numerically the momentum and heat transfer profile of Jeffrey, Maxwell, and
Oldroyd-B nanofluids over a stretching surface to determine the impact of the transverse magnetic
field, thermal radiation, non-uniform heat source/sink, and suction effects. Heat transfer rate was
improved when the Biot number and suction parameter increase. The Jeffrey nanofluid has superior
heat transfer performance than the Maxwell and Oldroyd-B nanofluids [23–30].

Some interesting studies concerning the flow of Jeffrey fluid have been conducted. Hayat et al. [8]
considered a homogeneous–heterogeneous reaction in a nonlinear radiative flow of Jeffrey fluid
between two stretchable rotating disks. The velocities augment in parallel with Deborah number.
The thermal field and heat transfer rate are improved for the temperature ratio parameter.
Khan et al. [14] analytically studied the Jeffrey liquid flow related to thermal-diffusion and
diffusion-thermo characteristics using the homotopic method [31–34].

In the present work, we investigate the effects of Jeffrey fluid in a microgravity environment.
Unsteady two-dimensional incompressible and laminar g-Jitter mixed convective boundary layer
flow over an inclined stretching sheet is taken into account. The governing boundary layer
equations together with boundary conditions are converted into a non-similar arrangement using
appropriate similarity conversions. The transformed system of equations is solved numerically by
using an implicit finite difference structure with quasi-linearization technique. Numerical results
of velocity, temperature, local skin friction, and local heat transfer coefficient are computed and
illustrated graphically.
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2. Mathematical Formulation

The objective of this study is to investigate the unsteady incompressible flow of Jeffrey fluid past
an inclined stretching sheet. In this problematic, the x-axis is ranging lengthways the surface with
penchant angle γ to the perpendicular in the upward direction and y-axis is perpendicular to the
surface. The plate is characterized with a linear speed uw(x) in x-direction. The temperature and
flow of the platter varies linearly with the stretch x along the platter, anywhere Tw(x) > T∞ by means
of Tw(x) represent the temperature of the plate and T∞ representing the uniform temperature of the
ambient nanofluids.

The incessant stretching sheet is supposed to require the temperature and velocity in the
arrangement of uw(x) = cx and Tw(x) = T∞ + ax where c and a are factors with c > 0. Mutually
circumstances of reheating (Tw(x) > T∞) and cooling (Tw(x) < T∞) of the piece are considered, which
settle to assisting flow for a > 0 and opposing flow for a < 0, correspondingly. The fluid conduct
electricity in the control of a variable magnetic field B(x) = B0√

x . And finally the heat generation effect
is also considered.

In the typical boundary layer and Boussinesq calculations, the basic governing equations including
the conservation of momentum, mass thermal energy equation of Jeffrey fluid can be written as [5,6,35],
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The suitable initial and boundary circumstances are prescribed as:

t = 0 : u = v = 0, T = T∞ for any x, y,

t > 0 : uw(x) = ax, v = 0 , T = Tw = T∞ + bx at y = 0,

u→ 0 , ∂u
∂y → 0, T → T∞ as y→ ∞,

(4)

where u and v are the speed modules lengthwise x and y axes, t represents time, and T characterizes
the temperature of Jeffrey fluid. Meanwhile, ρ is the density, υ is the kinematic viscosity, βT is the
volumetric coefficient of thermal expansion, Cp is the specific heat at constant pressure, k is the real
thermal conductivity, λ1 and λ2 are two parameters related to the Jeffrey fluid which are, respectively,
the fraction of relaxation to retardation times. It is worth mentioning that, for λ1 = λ2 = 0, and in the
absence of MHD and heat generation terms, the problem reduces to the case of a regular viscous fluid,
which is the same problem studied by Sharidan et al. (2006) [3]. The difficulty of the problematic is
abridged by involving the subsequent similarity changes [3].

τ = ωt, η =
( a

υ

) 1
2 y, ψ = (aυ)

1
2 x f (τ, η), θ(τ, η) =

(T − T∞)

(Tw − T∞)
, g(τ) =

g(t)
g0

. (5)

By employing the similarity transformations (5), Equation (1) is similarly fulfilled, and in addition,
the following transformed governing equations are obtained:
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where
Pr =

µcp

k
,

The real amounts of main attention, such as the local Nusselt number, Nux and the skin friction
coefficient, Cf, are defined as
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ρu2

w
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(9)

where the τw(x) is the wall shear stress and qw(x) is the wall heat flux given by:
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The following skin friction coefficient and local Nusselt number are obtained as follows:
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3. Numerical Method

The difficulty of the problematic is abridged by involving the subsequent similarity changes
(Sharidan et al. (2006)) [3]. By employing the similarity transformations (5), Equations (1)–(3) with
boundary conditions (4) transform to Equations (6)–(8). This model will be resolved numerically using
Runge–Kutta–Fehlberg method of the seventh order (RKF7) joined with a shooting method. In the
RKF7 method, several assessments are tolerable for each stage separately. For minor precision, this
technique delivers the greatest effective outputs. A phase size ∆η = 0.001 and a convergence condition
of 10−6 were employed in the numerical calculations. The asymptotic boundary conditions given by
Equation (11) were substituted using a value of 10 for the similarity variable ηmax as follows:

f ′(η, 10) = θ′(η, 10) = 0

The choice of ηmax = 10 guarantees that all mathematical solutions move toward the asymptotic
values appropriately. The other details of this method can be found in [24]. To check the accuracy of
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the current technique, the found results are compared in special cases with the results obtained by
Hayat et al. [5]. These comparisons are presented clearly in Table 1 in terms of the Num at the heat
source. A very good arrangement is established among the results.

Table 1. Assessment of the Num.

Ra Hayat et al. [5] Current

1000 5.321 5.332

10,000 5.487 5.496

100,000 7.212 7.223

1,000,000 13.946 14.101

4. Results and Discussion

Unsteady two-dimensional incompressible and laminar g-Jitter mixed convective boundary layer
flow over an inclined stretching sheet in the presence of heat source/sink, viscous dissipation and
magnetic field for Jeffrey fluid has been explored numerically by means of a shooting scheme based
Runge–Kutta–Fehlberg-integration algorithm.

Figure 1a,b present the variation of dimensionless velocity with pertinent parameters in which
Figure 1a illustrates the effect of magnetic field and g-Jitter frequency period on the dimensionless
velocity and Figure 1b shows the effect of thermal expansion coefficient and mixed convection
parameter on the dimensionless velocity. As anticipated, the velocity profile is higher for dimensionless
boundary layer thickness η = 0 then decreases significantly along the inclined stretching sheet to reach
zero, this effect is mathematically noticeable in Equation (8) which fulfills the assigned boundary
condition. Furthermore, it can be seen that the velocity profile decreases with both magnetic field and
thermal expansion coefficient while the g-Jitter frequency period and mixed convection parameter
have a negligible effect on velocity profile. Consequently, boundary layer thickness has a similar effect
and behavior as the dimensionless velocity. It is important to note that in the absence of a magnetic
field the velocity profile is maximum and declines with the application of magnetic field, this can be
elucidated by the fact that a magnetic field generates Lorentz force which leads to opposing the flow
and, therefore, reduces the velocity profile. Similarly, increasing a thermal expansion coefficient leads
to generating more thermal buoyancy that affect the velocity profile but remains a small alteration
compared to the effect of a magnetic field. Both of Figure 1a,b refer to the case of assisting flow (λ > 0)
except that in Figure 1b the mixed convection parameter increases.
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Figure 1. Variation of dimensionless velocity with (a) magnetic field and g-Jitter frequency period and
with (b) thermal expansion coefficient and mixed convection parameter.
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Figure 2a,b depict the variation of dimensionless temperature with pertinent parameters in
which Figure 2a illustrates the effect of a magnetic field and g-Jitter frequency period on the
dimensionless temperature and Figure 2b shows the effect of thermal expansion coefficient and mixed
convection parameter on the dimensionless velocity. As expected, the temperature profile is higher for
dimensionless boundary layer thickness η = 0 which then decreases significantly along the inclined
stretching sheet to reach zero. This behavior is approved by the considered boundary condition
and it is accurately harmonized with Equation (8). Moreover, tt can be seen that the dimensionless
temperature variance of the velocity profile shown in Figure 1 augment slightly with both magnetic
field and thermal expansion coefficient. Additionally, the thermal expansion coefficient and g-Jitter
frequency have an insignificant effect on the temperature profile. Therefore, the thickness of the
thermal boundary layer remains uniform in respect of the studied parameters. It should be pointed out
that the overall effect of even very great magnetic fields, thermal expansion, and g-Jitter amplitudes on
the temperature profile is very insignificant.
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Figure 2. Variation of dimensionless temperature with (a) magnetic field and g-Jitter frequency period
and with (b) thermal expansion coefficient and mixed convection parameter.

The effects of magnetic field and g-Jitter frequency on dimensionless skin friction are illustrated
in Figure 3a,b. It is perceived that the dimensionless skin friction increases with both magnetic field
and thermal expansion whereas it lessens with g-Jitter frequency. We realize that the velocity profile
decreases with magnetic field; this effect will reduce the Reynold number. It can be interpreted
from this fact that viscous force will be reduced compared to inertial force which, in turn, leads to
augment dimensionless skin friction. Similarly, and for the same reason, it can be explained in Figure 1
that thermal expansion slightly reduces the velocity and consequently augments the dimensionless
skin friction.

It is worthwhile to note that the skin friction coefficient Cf Rex-1/2 represents the velocity gradient
at the surface; therefore, the velocity gradient at the surface will grow with thermal expansion and
magnetic fields. It is very important and intriguing to note that the g-Jitter frequency period reduces
skin friction. This effect can be physically elucidated by the fact that g-Jitter generates flow creating
buoyancy forces due to the effect of vibration frequency distribution and density gradient which results
to increase the acceleration of the fluid flow, this later owing to an augmented Reynolds number and
consequently lessens skin friction.
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The effects of magnetic field, thermal expansion coefficient, and g-Jitter frequency period on the
local Nusselt number are shown in Figure 4a,b. It is perceived that the local Nusselt number increases
with both the thermal expansion coefficient and g-Jitter frequency period. Whereas, it decreases with
magnetic field. It is clear that in the absence of a magnetic field, the Nusselt number is maximum and
declines significantly until zero when the magnetic field augments, it can be interpreted on this fact
that the increase of the magnetic field significantly enhances conduction heat transfer which, in turn,
leads to lessening the local Nusselt number since it is well recognized that Nusselt numbers are the
ratio of convection to conduction heat transfer. It is worthwhile to note that the local Nusselt number
Nux Rex-1/2 represents the rate of heat transfer at the surface, consequently, heat transfer at the
surface will decrease with magnetic field and increase with both the thermal expansion coefficient and
g-Jitter frequency period. Applying a g-Jitter effect and increasing the thermal expansion coefficient,
respectively, leads to acceleration of fluid flow and increases the thermal bouyancy effect, and both
of them lead to increased convection heat transfer. Therefore, the local Nusselt number augments.
Finally, it is realized that the Nusselt number at the inclined sheet surface with Jeffrey fluid and in
a microgravity environment lessens with magnetic field and augments with the thermal expansion
coefficient and g-Jitter frequency period. Thus, convection heat transfer will be enhanced by g-Jitter
frequency and thermal expansion.
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5. Conclusions

Unsteady two-dimensional incompressible and laminar g-Jitter mixed convective boundary layer
flow over an inclined stretching sheet in the presence of heat source/sink, viscous dissipation and
magnetic field for Jeffrey fluid has been explored numerically by means of a shooting scheme based
Runge–Kutta–Fehlberg-integration algorithm.

The results drawn from this study are mentioned as follows:

1. The velocity profile is higher for dimensionless boundary layer thickness η = 0 then decreases
significantly along the inclined stretching sheet to reach zero. In the absence of a magnetic field,
the velocity profile is maximum and declines with the application of a magnetic field

2. The temperature profile is higher for dimensionless boundary layer thickness η = 0 then decreases
significantly along the inclined stretching sheet to reach zero. The thermal expansion coefficient
and g-Jitter frequency have an insignificant effect on the temperature profile. Therefore, the
thickness of the thermal boundary layer remains uniform in respect to the studied parameters.

3. The dimensionless skin friction increases with both magnetic field and thermal expansion whereas
it lessens with g-Jitter frequency. The g-Jitter frequency period reduces skin friction; this effect
can be physically elucidated by the fact that g-Jitter generates flow creating buoyancy forces
due to the effect of the vibration frequency distribution and density gradients which results to
increase the acceleration of the fluid flow.

4. The local Nusselt number increases with both the thermal expansion coefficient and g-Jitter
frequency period. Whereas, it decreases with magnetic field. The Nusselt number at the inclined
sheet surface with Jeffrey fluid and in microgravity environment lessens with magnetic field and
augments with the thermal expansion coefficient and g-Jitter frequency period.
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Nomenclature

Bi Biot number
C Nanoparticle volume fraction
Cp Specific heat at constant pressure
Cf Local skin-friction coefficient
Dn Diffusivity of the microorganisms
DB Brownian diffusion coefficient
DT Thermophoretic diffusion coefficient of the microorganisms
f ′ Dimensionless velocity
g Gravitational acceleration
Grx∗ Local Grashof number
hf Convective heat transfer coefficient
k Thermal conductivity
Le Lewis number
Lb Bioconvection Lewis number
Nb Brownian motion number
Nr Buoyancy ratio parameter
Nt Thermophoresis number
Nux∗ Local Nusselt number
n Density of motile microorganisms
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Nnx Local density number
Pe Bioconvection Péclet number
Pex Local Péclet number
Pr Prandtl number, ν/α

qw Wall heat flux
r Local radius of the truncated cone
Rax Modified Rayleigh number
Rb Bioconvection Rayleigh number
Shx Local Sherwood number
T Temperature
u Velocity component in the x-direction
Ur Reference velocity
v Velocity component in the y-direction
wc Maximum cell swimming speed
x Streamwise coordinate
xo Distance of the leading edge of truncated cone measured fromthe origin
x* Distance measured from the leading edge of the truncated cone, x-xo

y Transverse coordinate
α Thermal diffusivity
β Coefficient of thermal expansion
γ Average volume of a microorganism
σ Motile parameter
η Pseudo-similarity variable
θ Dimensionless temperature
φ Dimensionless nanoparticle volume fraction
ψ Stream function
χ Dimensionless density of motile microorganisms
ξ Dimensionless distance
µ Dynamic viscosity
ν Kinematic viscosity
Ω Half angle of the truncated cone
ρf Density of the fluid
ρf∞ Density of the base fluid
ρp Density of the particles
ρm∞ Density of the microorganism
(ρc)f Heat capacity of the fluid
(ρc)p Effective heat capacity of the nanoparticle material
ρ Density
ψ Stream function
w Condition at the wall
∞ Condition at infinity
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